To,
The Chief Engineer,
M.S.E.D.C.Ltd.
All O&M Zones.

Sub: Stoppage of Non- DDF CC&RF scheme for release of power supply to prospective consumers- Amendment to circular thereof.


This office vide circular under reference (1) has circulated instructions/guidelines for Stoppage of Non- DDF CC&RF scheme for release of power supply to prospective consumers. This office is now in receipt of representation from various field offices regarding provision of DDF for LSI/Street lights/ PWW connections.

It is clarified that DDF estimates shall be allowed for RCI / LSI/ PWW / street light connections. However, while sanctioning connections, it is to be ensured that there is no outstanding against any connection of consumer asking for DDF. The facility of DDF scheme will not be given unless earlier outstanding is cleared by the applicant.

Furthermore, the revised sample undertaking for DDF scheme is enclosed herewith. In future the enclosed sample undertaking bond should be used.

The other guidelines in the circular will remain unchanged. This is issued with the approval of Competent Authority.

Encl : Revised Sample undertaking for DDF.

Chief Engineer (Distribution)

Copy s.w.rs to:

1) The Director (Operations), MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Prakashgad, Mumbai.
2) The Director (Projects), MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Prakashgad, Mumbai.
3) The Director (Finance), MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Prakashgad, Mumbai.
4) The Director (Commercial), MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Prakashgad, Mumbai.
5) The Joint Managing Director, MSEDCL Region, Aurangabad.
6) The Regional Directors, MSEDCL Regions Pune/Nagpur/Konkan.
7) The Executive Director (IT & CS), MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Prakashgad, Mumbai.
8) The Executive Director (Dist/Infra/ Projects/Commercial/ B&R), MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Prakashgad, Mumbai.

Copy f.w.cs to:

1) The Chief Engineer (Commercial / Infra), MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Prakashgad, Mumbai.

Copy to: 1) The OSD to CMD , MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Prakashgad, Mumbai
2) All as per mailing list
ON INDIA NON JUDICIAL BOND OF Rs 200/-

SAMPLE UNDERTAKING FOR DDF

I Shri/Smt ...................... (name of the person with designation submitting the undertaking) do solemnly affirm that I am a duly authorized representative of M/s ............ (name of industrial consumer/applicant/company/bodies/establishments, etc) and authorized on behalf of M/s ............ (name of consumer/applicant/company/bodies/establishments, etc) to submit undertaking as follows:

1) I have seen, read and understood all the provisions of Hon'ble Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (Electricity Supply Code and Other Conditions of Supply) Regulations, 2005 especially provisions with relations to Dedicated Distribution Facility.

2) I Shri/Smt ...................... (name of the person with designation submitting the undertaking) on behalf of M/s ............ (name of industrial consumer/applicant/company/bodies/establishments, etc) voluntarily undertake to execute all relevant works as per the scope of work sanctioned by competent authority of MSEDCL against Sanction No ............, required to release power supply at premises site .................... (address) of M/s .................... under DDF (Dedicated Distribution Facility) scheme.

3) I further undertake to pay DPR cost sanctioned by competent authority of MSEDCL against Sanction No ............ (applicable under 100 % DDF) or pay 1.3 % supervision charges on normative charges sanctioned by competent authority of MSEDCL against Sanction No ............ (applicable under 1.3 % DDF).

4) I further undertake to relinquish the claim towards infrastructure for works being undertaken against sanction No ............ under DDF scheme.

5) If any dispute arises during execution of work the same shall be resolved at our end and hereby indemnify MSEDCL for any such dispute. In case of dispute with MSEDCL, decision of MSEDCL authority shall be final.
The above undertaking is given at our own cost and risk with full knowledge of risk, legality and cost coverage and shall not claim any cost or compensation before any authority whatsoever against MSEDCL.

Signature:
Name:
Designation:
Company Name:
(Stamp of Company)